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BACKGROUND (1) 

 Jespersen (1917: 12-13) presents a list of verbs which tend to merge 

together with their negator. This list includes  verbs such as ’be’, ’want’, 

’can’, ’know’, ’mind’. 

 

 (1) Some of Jespersen’s examples 

 a. Middle English  

 am nam < ne + am ’am not’ etc. the paradigm of the verb be 

 b. Early Modern English  

 will I, nill I, will ye, nill ye 

 nill < ne + will ’will not’ 

 

Forms such as nam and nill can be seen as lexicalizations of negation 

following Brinton & Traugott (2005) because they are obviously results from 

fusion and can be semantically decomposed into a negative element and a 

positive sense. They are also part of the lexicon in that they are learned by 

rote, rather then by rule. Their diachronic stability is a different matter. 

 

 



BACKGROUND (2) 

 Informal discussions of lexicalized negative senses are also found in the 

work of  

 Payne (1985) 

 Croft (1991)  

 van Gelderen (2008) 

For instance, Croft (1991: 14-15) mentions non-segmentable forms to 

express senses such as ’not.want’ and ’not.like’ in Mam, Tagalog, Yapese, 

Wintu and Latin. 

 

 Lexicalization of modal senses such as ’not be able to’, ’need not’, ’must 

not’ is the subject of works by  

 Palmer (1995) 

 De Haan (1997) 

 Van der Auwera (2001) 

 

 Lexicalization of ’not be’ is part of Erikssen’s (2011) work 

 Zeshan (2004) offers a detailed discussion of lexicalized negative senses in sign 

languages 

 

 



BACKGROUND (3) 

 

 The questions  triggered by the studies above are:  

 are these observations cross-linguistically valid?  

 are there any other senses, in other languages, that tend to merge with 

their negator or that tend to be expressed by unique lexemes? 

 do any of these lexemes develop into markers of negation?    
 



METHOD (1) 

  I look to identify predicative items in main 

declarative clauses that are either fused with the 

marker of of standard negation (SN) or are 

negated by some other means. 

 

(2) English 

 A: Where is Snape? 

 B: Dunno < [I don’t know] 

 

 



METHOD (2) 

(3) Nganasan (Uralic, Samoyed) 

Standard negation:  auxiliary n’i- 

a. kiriba  nʼi -sɨə -mə nʼakələ -Ɂ  

 bread NEG-PST-1SG.O  take-CNEG 

 

 tʼaj  nʼakələ -sɨə -m 

  tea  take-PST-1SG.S 

 ’I did not buy bread but did buy tea’ 

  (Laakso et al. 2001)  

 

 

 



METHOD (3) 

(3) Nganasan (Uralic, Samoyed)  

Negation of the verb čenɨd’i ‘know’ is done by d’erusa 

‘not.know’ 

 

b.  sɨlɨ maa čenɨ-biʔ  tərəďi  

 who what know-GER such.ACC 

  

 mɨŋkəľčənə  ďeru-suə-mə 

 even.I not.know-PST-1SG.O 

 (Wagner-Nagy 2011: 129-131) 

 

 

 



METHOD (4) 

 My starting point has been the lists of lexemes 

found in Jespersen and the other works cited 

above.  

 However, I have taken in any additional 

meanings offered in the materials I consulted  

 



THE DATA 

 A variety sample of 105 languages from around 

the globe 

 Family-based samples where three families were  

studied in depth 

 Slavonic 

 Polynesian 

 Uralic 



GENERAL RESULTS (1) 

 There are 191 lexemes in my database. They 

express 62 senses which are semantically 

analyzed as ’not Y’. 

 Most of these senses occur in 1 language only 

 Only a handful of them recur in many different 

languages 



GENERAL RESULTS (2) 

EXAMPLE SENSE Nr of langs 

Turkish yok not.exist 71 

Lezgian tuš 

 

not.be of 

identity 

38 

Ecuadorian Siona wehsë 

 

not.know 

 

27 

Ojibwe gwiinawi- cannot, be 

unable 

18 

Kwaza heɁai not.want 17 

Anejom̃ emrin not.talk 8 

Tetun lalika not.need 4 

Nganasan məčid’i not.enough 3 

Mele Fila mustakina not.like 3 

Nunggubuyu =ariba not.see 3 

Quantitative distribution of negative lexicalization in the variety 

sample=105 languages 



GENERAL RESULTS (3) 

 Each of the identified lexicalizations was 

described in terms of 

 Its cross-linguistic distribution 

 Semantics 

 Use 

 specifically whether it has to be used for the negation of the 

supposed corresponding positive sense 

 if it is used as a negator in other domains   

 Form, in particular whether the lexeme in question is 

an idenfiable fusion between a negator and another 

word or not. 



GENERAL RESULTS (2) 

EXAMPLE SENSE Nr of langs 

Turkish yok not.exist 71 

Lezgian tuš 

 

not.be of 

identity 

38 

Ecuadorian Siona wehsë 

 

not.know 

 

27 

Ojibwe gwiinawi- cannot, be 

unable 

18 

Kwaza heɁai not.want 17 

Anejom̃ emrin not.talk 8 

Tetun lalika not.need 4 

Nganasan məčid’i not.enough 3 

Mele Fila mustakina not.like 3 

Nunggubuyu =ariba not.see 3 

Quantitative distribution of negative lexicalization in the variety 

sample=105 languages 



Cf. Veselinova Forthcoming 



Cf. also Eriksen 2011 





SEMANTICS OF ’NOT.KNOW’ VERBS (1) 

 ’lack of information/awareness’, ’not recognize, 

not feel X’ 

 ’not able’ 

 Distinction between ’not.know’ and ’I don’t know’ 

 More lexemes in the negative than in the 

positive. The semantic distinctions between the 

negative lexemes are not always clear 

 

 



SEMANTICS OF ’NOT.KNOW’ VERBS (2) 

 ’lack of information/awareness’, ’not recognize, not 
feel X’ 

 

(4) Tundra Nenets (Uralic, Samoyed) 

a. Ťuku sʲer-mʔ  jexera-waʔ 

 this  thing-ACC not.know-1PL 

 ‘We do not know this matter.’ 

  

b.  pʲinwa-xad jexera-sʲeti 

 fear-EL   not.know-HAB.3SG 

 ‘(S)he does not know fear.’ 

 (Wagner-Nagy 2011: 129-131) 

  

 

 

 



SEMANTICS OF ’NOT.KNOW’ VERBS 

 ’not able’, ’not aware’ 

(5) Vaeakau-Taumako (Austronesian, [...] Polynesian, Outlier, 
Futunic) 

a. Kholua e vale kholu-na ki-na la 

 2DU  GENR not.know 2DU-IRR eat-TR DEM:3 

 'You cannot eat this' (Åshild Næss, p.c.) 

 

b. Iau ko vale~vale-a po lhatu=ne kave ala 

 1SG INCP RED~not.know-TR COMP 3PL=PFV bring HYP 

 ki hea 

 to where 

 ‘I don’t know where they took him.’ 

 



SEMANTICS OF ’NOT.KNOW’ VERBS (2) 

 Distinction between ’not.know’ and ’I don’t know’ 

(6) Tundra Nenets (Uralic, Samoyed) 

a. ńisʲa-r merʔ tuu-ta  –jekarʔ 

 brother-2SGPX soon come-IPF.3SG not.know 

 ‘Is your brother coming soon?  ‘I don’t know.’ 

 

b. jekarʔ, xibʲa tonda-mt  sedaŋgop-ta 

 not.know who parka-ACC.2SGPX sew-3SG.O 

 ‘I don’t know who is sewing your parka.’ 

 (Wagner-Nagy 2011: 129-131) 

 



SEMANTICS OF ’NOT.KNOW’ VERBS 

 Distinct forms for ’not.know’ vs. ’I don’t know’ are 

also observed in Chukcki, French, Evenki and 

Lewo 

 There are also languages such as Ngemba and 

Udi where the lexicalized form is restricted to 

1SG 



SEMANTICS OF ’NOT.KNOW’ VERBS 

 More lexemes/distinctions in the negative than in 

the affirmative 

(7) Tundra Nenets 

 jexerasj ‘not.know’ 

 jarmjesj  ‘not.know’   

 jekarɁ ’I don’t know’ 

 vs. 

 ténewasj ‘know’ 



USE OF ’NOT.KNOW’ VERBS AS NEGATORS 

 Most ’not.know’ verbs are described as the only 

possible negators for the positive content ’know’ in 

their languages. 

 However, the situation appears to be more complex 

than that 

(8) Vaeakau-Taumako 

vale ’not.know’ is said to be the default negator of iloa ’know’ 

(Næss and Hovdhaugen 2011: 402) 

 

Lhatou    siai  ne   ilo    po  ni ā       ne hai 

3PL  NEG PFV  know COMP PL.NSP what PFV do 

‘They did not know what had happened.’ (ibid: 406) 

 

 

 



(9) Vaeakau-Taumako (Austronesian, [...] Polynesian, 

Outlier, Futunic) 

a. Kholua e vale kholu-na ki-na la 

 2DU  GENR not.know 2DU-IRR eat-TR DEM:3 

 'You cannot eat this' (Åshild Næss, p.c.) 

 

b. Iau ko vale~vale-a po lhatu=ne kave ala 

 1SG INCP RED~not.know-TR COMP 3PL=PFV bring HYP 

 ki hea 

 to where 

 ‘I don’t know where they took him.’ 

 







SEMANTICS OF ’CANNOT’ VERBS (1) 

 ’inability’ 

 ’impossibility’ 

 ’not.allowed, not.permitted’ 



SEMANTICS OF ’CANNOT’ VERBS 

(10) Lewo (Austronesian, Malayo-Polynesian [...] 

Oceanic, Central-Eastern [...] Vanuatu, Northeast 

Vanuatu Banks Islands) 

Abilitive constuction with killa ’can’ 

a. To-m-ninuwe-ga  po-na  Ø-p ̃isl  na 

 1piS-R-not.know-just or-EMPH 3SS-finish EMPH 

  

 Ø-killa a-kla-ruru si-na 

 3SS-can 3PS-do-well again-EMPH 

 ‘and we don’t know whether after this/later they will 

be able to fix it up again’, (Early 1994: 384) 

 



SEMANTICS OF ’CANNOT’ VERBS 

 Inabilitive construction with tete ‘unable’ 

b. Ø-tap̃a-tete   o-were-lua-nu ne-va e  

  3SS-make-unable 2SS-pull-out-1SO 1SS-1.go 

  

 e yo-mema 

  LOC  place-dry 

‘it’s not possible/there is no way/you can’t drag me out to 

the dry land’ 



SEMANTICS OF ’CANNOT’ VERBS 

 ’inability’ vs. ’not. allowed’ 

(11) Makalero (Trans-New Guinea West, Timor-Alor-
Pantar) (Huber 2011: 423, 446) 

a. Ani [uere’  me’e] -mi-kerek. 

 1s 2DEM.V  able-along:RED-write 

 ‘I could write that along.’  

b.  Fi [ueir e’ ere   nopa’e] -seti-la’a. 

 1pi river V1DEM    cannot-pass-move 

 ‘We cannot cross the river here.’ 

c.  Ei urau  rei-la’a. 

 2s  not.allowed outwards-move 

 ‘You don’t go out! / You are not allowed to go out.’  



’CANNOT’ VERBS AS NEGATORS 

 In 10 languages, the verbs translated as cannot 
are said to be the sole means for the negation of 
positive expressions for ability/possibility 

 

 In 5 languages (Chukchi, Evenki, Kannada, 
Northern Khanty, Ojibwe) the word ’unable’ does 
not seem to have a corresponding lexicalized 
affirmative 

 

 In 4 languages (Khalkha, Makalero, Nêlêmbwa 
and Ngemba) the lexicalized cannot is not 
obligatory for the negation of ability or 
possibility. 







SEMANTICS OF ’NOT.WANT’ VERBS 

 Least polysemic among the verbs under study here (cf. also 
Goddard 2001/NSM claim on ’not.want’ being a semantic prime) 

(12) Serbian (Indo-European, South Slavic) 

a. to je hladno  ali hoču  

 it  is cool but want.1SG.PRS 

 da  jedem   sladoled 

 to eat.1SG.PRS  ice-cream 

 ’It is cool but I feel like/want to have an ice-cream’ 

 

 b. to je hladno,  neču  

 it is cool,  not.want.1sg.PRS 

 da  jedem   sladoled 

 to eat.1SG.PRS  ice-cream 

 ’It is cool, I don’t want any ice-cream’  

 

 



’NOT.WANT’ VERBS AS NEGATORS (1) 

 ’not.want’ verbs are obligatory for the negation of 

the sense ’want’ in 8 languages 

 ’not.want’ verbs are listed as alternatives for the 

negation of the sense ’want’ in 9 languages. In 

some cases, there is a specification that the 

lexicalized forms belong to the spoken register. 

 

 



’NOT.WANT’ VERBS AS NEGATORS (2) 

 In Serbian/Bosnian/Croatian, the lexicalized 

forms of ’not.want’ are used as standard negators 

in predications with future time reference 

(13) Serbian  

a. Maria će pevati   

  Maria FUT sing.INF 

  ‘Maria will sing’ 

 

b. Maria neće   pevati 

 Maria NEG.FUT sing.INF 

 ‘Maria will not sing’ 

 

 



LEXICALIZED NEGATIVE VERBS: FUSIONS WITH 

A NEGATOR OR UNSEGMENTABLE MORPHEMES 

Nr of 

forms 

Fusion with 

SN/other negation 

marker 

Unsegmentable 

morpheme 

not.know 41 5 (13%)   36 (87%) 

cannot 29 5 (17%) 24 (83%) 

not.want 25 7 (28%) 18 (72%) 

The proportions are calculated based on the number of attested forms 



SEMANTIC DOMAINS OF NEGATIVE 

LEXICALIZATIONS 

COGNITION EMOTIONAL 

ATTITUDE 

EVALUATIVE 

JUDGMENT 

POSSESSION EXISTENCE TENSE- 

ASPECT 
NOT-BE MODALS 

’not.know’ 

’not.understand 
’not.want’ 

’not.like’ 

’not.right’ 

’not.enough’ 

NON- 

UTTERANCE 

’not.talk’ 

’not.inform’ 

’not.have’ ’cannot’ 

’need.not’ 

’must.not’ 

’not.exist’ ’not.be’ 
’did.not’ 

’not.finished’ 

’not.yet’ 

Zeshan (2004) 



CONCLUTIONS 

 The lexicalization of negative senses is not 

random but is rather organized around a limited 

number of cognitively salient categories (cf.  

Zeshan 2004) 

 An (weak) implicational universal can be 

postulated, 

 

 Not.exist > Not.know > not.speak 

 Not.be    cannot   not.like 

       not. want  
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